
To calculate the density of something, you need to know two things about it - its mass and its volume.
So it just makes sense that youlll be measuring each of these during any investigation into density.

1 A class of students are investigating the density of a material.
They are each given a block of the material to use to determine
the density. One of the blocks is shown to scale on the right.

a) Determine the width of the block to the nearest cm.

15 cm

........... cm
tlt

b) Calculate the volume of the block. Give your answer in m3.

....... m3
t)t
L'f

c) A student measures the mass of the block tobe 2770 g.

What is its mass in kilograms?

lro"''""'-'b
trl

d) Calculate the density of the block.

kg/m3

t2l
e) The students in the class compared their values of density for the material.

Their density values showed some variation. Describe how the values could be used to find
a more accurate value for the density of the material than one found from an individual block.

ttl

Turnover )

36 cm
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2 Alex is determining the density of olive oil. She places a measuring cylinder on a balance and

zeroes the balance. Next she pours 10 cnf of olive oil into the measuring cylinder and records the

mass. She then pours another 10 cm3 of olive oil into the measuring cylinder and records the total

volume and mass. She repeats this process until the measuring cylinder contains 40 cm3 of olive oil.

Her results are shown below.

volume (cm3) mass (g) density ($cmt)

10 9.30 0.93

20 18.6 0.93

30 27.6 0.92

40 36.4

a) Complete the tablel Show your working below.

b) Calculate the mean value of the density of olive oil using the results in the table.

The true value of the density of olive oil is 0.911, !cn';.
A second student, Bernard, Iepeats this experiment with the same olive oil.

The densities he calculates are 0.821 gl"ru'*,0.925 glcrfr,1.022 glcm3 and0.875 glcn,-J.

Are Alex or Bernard's results more precise? Explain your answer.

t2l

glcmt

t2l

c)

t2l

d) State the type of error most likely to have affected Bernard's results

and identiff a likely cause of it.

t2l
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3 A student has a box of 20 identical bolts, one of which is shown on the right to scale.
The student wants to determine the volume of one bolt. He intends to put it in a
fulI eureka can and collect the displaced water in a beaker. He will then pour the
displaced water into a measuring cylinder to find its volume.

eureka can I--+tllLr"o*
a) The student has three measuring

cylinders. The capacities and
resolutions of each are shown on
the right. By estimating the

volume of the bolt, explain which
measuring cylindel the student
should use.

t3l
The student finds that some water is left behind in the beaker when he pours its contents into the
measuring cylinder. State the effect this will have on his volume measurement.

tll
The sfudent intends to repeat the experiment, and change the apparatus so that
the displaced water is collected directly in the measuring cylinder.
Suggest al alternative way that the student could reduce the
random error caused by the water left in the beaker.

Measuring
cylinder

Capacity (cm3) Resolution (cm3)

A 25 0.2

B 50 5

C 100 10

b)

c)

r)1

Eureka - you've made it to the end of this practical.. .

Measuring the volume of an irregular solid can be fricky. lt calls for a crafty praclical lechnique - our
lriend lhe eureka can. Make sure the water is llled righl up lo lhe spoulbefore you_pul the solid in.
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Practical 4: Density
Pages 55-52
I a.) scale: I cm: l0 cm

width on diagram :2.7 cm
So width of block - 2.7 /' 10 - 27 cm [l'markJ

b) Convert dimensions to m by dividing by i00:
length: 0.36 m, width: 0.27 m, height: 0.15 m
volume of cuboid 

I f::'l ;.I;tjt :l'""
: 0.01458 m3: 0.015 m3 (to 2 s.f.)

[2 marks .for correct ansh'er, otherwise 7 mark for
coruect substitution,J

c) 2770 g:2770 + 1000: 2.77 kg fi markJ

d) Density : mass + voiume - 2.77 + 0.01458
:189.986... kg/m3
: 190 kg/m3 (to 2 s.f.)

[2 marks for correct answe4 otherwise 1 mark for
corrcct substitution.J

e) Calculate the mean of all the values (by adding all the

values together and dividing by the number ofvalues)

[1 markJ.

2 a) Density - mass + volume :36.4 + 40 [1 markJ
:0.91 g/cm3 [1 markJ

b) mean: (0.93 + 0.93 + 0.92 + 0.91) - 4

= 0.9225 Elcm3 
: 0.92 glcms (to 2 s.f.)

[2 marks for correct answer, otherwise 1 mark for correct

method of calculating the mean.J

c) Alex's results are more precise than Bernard's [1 mark]
because her data is more closely clustered around its mean/

it doesn't have as large a spread as Bernard's [1 markJ.

d) Random error [1 mark]. A likely cause is e.g. not
pouring exactly 10 cm3 of oi1 into the measuring cylinder

each time [1 murkJ.

3 a) Estimate the volume of the bolt using e.g. the volume of
the central cylinder ofthe bo1t. The bolt is 1 1 squares

long, and the central cylinder is 2 squares in diameter.

Scale is 2 squares : 1 cm, so bolt is approximately
ll + 2:5.5 cm long and 1 cm in diameter.

So approximate volume: length x n x (diameter2 - 4)
: 5.5 x n x (1 -4) : 4.379... cm3

[1 murk for measarements from scale diagram and
7 mark for sensible volume estimate.l
The best measuring cylinder to use is measuring

cylinder A, because the approximate volume of one bolt is
less than the resolution of measuring cylinder C and close

to the resolution of measuring cylinder B, so they would
not give accurate values of the bolt's volume fi markl.
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b) The volume measurement will be srnaller than the true

vafue [1 markJ.

c) E.g. place multiple bolts in the eureka can [1 markJ.

Divide the volume of water displaced by the number of
bolts to find the average volume of onebolt [1 mark].

Practical 5: Force and Extension
Pages 58-59
1 a) Setting up the apparatus so the spring is closer to the ruler

[1 markJ
b) E.g. take the measurement at eye level / add a marker to

the bottom of the spring [1 mark].
c) 100 g - 0.10 kg

force applied to spring : weight: mass x I
:0.10 x 9.8 :0.98 N

[3 marksfor correct answer, otherwise 1 markfor correct
mass conversion and 1 mark for coruect substitution.J

Spring extension - spring length natural length
:48.5 - 16.0:32.5 cm [1 markJ

d) E.e.

I o.ao
oa
€u

:

l+.s rm

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0

extension of spring B in cm

4.8 cm: 0.048 m
Spring constant : gradient of the graph

- change in Y + shsngs ln t
: 1.00 - 0.048:20.833... N/m
:21 N/m (o 2 s.f.)
(accept between 20 and 21 N/m)

[4 marks for correct answe4 otherwise 1 markfor the

line of best fit, I mark for coruect conversion from cm

to m and 1 mark for using the gradient to determine the

spring constant.l
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